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Jesus Christ is here. I AM the presence of Eternal Life. In this moment in
time we share that which is the gift of love. I AM the presence of the Lord
Jesus Christ, which abides in energy fields everywhere present, attuned to
minds and hearts at a love vibration which matches my equal opportunity
now. Holding with you now, this is the Will of God.
We measure no ideas. Every person is equal. Every heart is precious and
dear. No amount of coercion can persuade the Heavenly Realms. The power
of the mercury readings is about loving in energy fields wherever vibrational
match you may find yourselves in the many worlds of our God’s kingdoms.
Your love calls me now into communication with each of you. The center is
the place where I abide, and here I AM the presence of the I AM. This Will
to which is calling Itself powerfully now to come forward in acceleration to
gather the totality of your being into one memory is about to become most
accelerated. Fortunately, we are able to communicate to assist you in that
which is called “union.” Mastery is the gift of the soul which seeks to abide
in the love tenure of the Master in I AM.
Procrastination for the call to will your own will will delay progress. Each
idea of children in love is calling now from on high within to on high above.
And, we come as the love of God in obeyance to your call and in obeyance to
that which is the gift of love in us serving our God.
No amount of will can allow any other energy to help you other than that
which is the Will of God carrying forth Its call from within the sincerity of the
Light Being that each one of you are.
We acclaim that the will (to which is love) now surfaces and becomes the
Word in the reality field of light called Earth. And the present idea to which
is about mastership in the children of this world is coming closely now to
unified circles of one.
Holy be the light which is gathering Itself in each, and the masters herein love
you. With you at all paces of your energy are Beings of Love which are on
assigned missions enjoying their assignments to assist. Without these Love
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Lights, transforming into light would be difficult in the force field of Earth
energy in which you presently exist.
The master is the glory of our God always calling Its own name with the
desires of the being in love to succeed. Help us, if you will, to understand
why it is so difficult for you to believe. We cannot grasp the will to disobey
the natural impulsed life-force to love. However, we do not consider this
energy. We reside herein the pressure to which is given us to love you and
help you resist not your own I AM present moment encounter with your love
vibration which seeks to always bless more than your energy fields can
remember to even ask.
Glorified God becomes the light field to which draws forth in this world to
which you are assigned. And in the beginning, you will not understand this
new light that enters into the chambers of the Seven Sacred Body Temples
which abide, one within the other one, within your experience in the flesh.
The crowning fortress of energy that surrounds the top of the cranium is a
light body unto itself. Here there is a release of power units measured by our
love vibration which accords itself within the name “I AM.” And, as these
energy patterns register here, we can assist because we can attune ours with
yours. It is important to maintain frequency levels of joy and happiness and
peace of mind, which is the cornerstone for all other highly-vibrational energy
tones.
Let us become purified in the worlds now that are being opened in your
present consciousness. It is vital that as these worlds or “mind energy
chambers” open themselves that they not be exposed to lower vibrations.
Once they are filled with the totality of your awareness in pure light, or
“passion for life”, then all other chambers will close and ye shall not be
tormented by them. It is not as though they are pushed aside in you, but they
are simply closed and remain so as long as that new chamber of love remains
aware in you.
No one in your world can grasp the dimensional frequencies that passing
through are assisting all beings. Some anticipate or project their feelings into
these energy patterns and intuit they are assisting yes, as so is with you. But
they cannot be identified in any way with the current frequencies of energy
measurements now available in the Earth.
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Locally you will feel many changes occurring from every portal of awareness
to which your mind knocks upon the door. And, as these portals are opened
within you, stand empty in non-allowing other energies to pass through
besides an empty heart filled with peace. Do not take anticipation to the
portal’s entrance, but sit still in wee hours of the I AM who calls you
whenever and let the mind frequency, which is forever increasing in the
stillness of attentiveness with your I AM, be that which releases and opens
the portals of consciousness to allow you to enter these dimensional
frequencies of light.
Naturally, that which is called “holy” would like to make Itself revealed.
Treasure in your life whatever is endearing and hold endearment. Let that
which is pleasure surround your environment and your mind so that whatever
time of day your mind is at work, it is enfolded and immersed in that which is
light. Your will is easily accessible to God’s when you are filled with the
treasures or the ideas of glory. Master teachers recognize that the entrance to
the portals of the kingdoms within is always in joy and peace and great, great,
gratitude. Nothing passes through the portals less than these vibrational
equals. You are I AM and we are I AM and you are I AM and we are I AM.
We are I AM and you are I AM and we are I AM.
The love of God calls Its own. There is nothing left except to Will the love of
God. When you are called by someone you love, you respond. The love of
God is calling you. And as you respond to the love of God, you will
understand I AM the one that you are being called by - which is you. And the
Master standing at the door is welcoming Itself. The reflection that you see is
you. The one that you call to is you, and the one that responds to you is you.
There is no God to answer your call. You are that which you seek.
Contained within you I AM. The measure with which you can grasp is equal
to that which you call power, power, power. This alone will bring you to the
Source. There is no way find God. God is not lost. There is no way to seek
Truth. Truth is the presence of the all-knowing I AM, and you are it. There
is no journey to be taken. There is no mountain to climb. There is no path to
trod. We are that which is forever present in you now as the love which calls
Its own to just be. And that which you perceive as a seeking urgency within
is that which is seeking to remember that which is already I AM you. You
will continue to feel the forward motion of that which is all that you are until
such time as you turn within upon yourself and find that both sides of that
which you seek are one. The master teachers before you have known the
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truth and tried in vain to convey this reality of union with self. But they have
failed, for only union with self can possibly reveal that which is.
Coming into awareness now as a collective that in your world soon to make a
big shift in which is available to become known. And by the power of united
love fields gathering here and there, many shall approach the awareness to
which we speak as the world becomes I AM. That which you identify as
your own being---completely unattached to other beings--shall not be the
remembered I AM to which you now identify.
The capacity for union will engulf you to a point of recognition only of
“There I AM; and there I AM; and, there I AM; and there I AM.” With you
there so many realms of existence simultaneously, and that makes it difficult
for attunements, for the energy patterns simply seem crisscrossed to the mind
and bring confusions as each idea of realm existence seeks to entice or to take
you to its awareness. Therefore, it is imperative that you reunionize your own
mind with your own mind in the beginning. For until you are stable within
your own field of light can you be able to attune and discern that which is the
most compatible frequency with your own.
Nurture the child within you by sustaining energy focused in bliss. And
entertaining yourself with that which brings you great joy with a mind which
knows that the joy, whatever it may be, is the Will of God impressing Itself
and intending Itself to be experienced by Itself, which you are.
No amount of coercion can persuade any transformation. No amount of
begging can bring forth a changed state of mind. No amount of yearning can
manifest goodness. That which is the gift is the gift to be given by the gift
that you are already I AM.
Turn around the look at yourself and you will see I AM. Look not into
another one’s eyes and see them. Look into another one’s eyes and see you.
You are not separate beings except in flesh form only. The life force that
brings forth the flesh form is identical, and the mind persuasion in each life
being is what brings about a sense of separate identity.
The joy of the life force is in individual expression of Itself. In many ways
you are entering now into new fields of education with the soular reunion of
energies mastering themselves in your plane of existence. By mastery is
simply allowing that life force to fully express itself in every that which you
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call “person” identified as the presence of God. Appreciation of the life force
extended in another, would you call. . .life form will open you to greater
expression of the life energy expression in you.
Natural flow of life force is in allowing the wheat to grow with the tares, and
the sun to shine opposite the moon, and the wind and the rain to be together
one. Large amounts of hail may fall, and yet they soon melt and become that
which nurtures the grass. Measure not that which is the extension of God’s
formation, but look at all there is manifested as life forming.
Gather with your ideas the simplicity of I AM the all that is forever
everywhere present. And as I observe Myself extended through the formation
of the impulsed desire of my God, I can enjoy more of Myself here in this
plane of existence.
Hold that which you see in your heart with reverence and appreciation for the
extension of the life force dedicated to beautification.
Walk with peace in your bones.
Breathe with the natural flow as the wind carries the seeds of life where they
will.
Multiply your energies by focused intended. . .Multiply your energies by
focused intentions.
Make not work of life. Let life be worked in the way of the Will of God to
which always brings more extended blessings of the life force.
Prepare your hearts in obeyance to the Will by loving yourself completely.
By “self”, you must understand that all that you see is your extension. And
that which is extended then becomes one in the understanding to which opens
the greater kingdoms of unification within the consciousness that resides as
your extension of God. Broadening your fields of acceptance of yourself,
thus then empowers you to unite more fully with all the kingdoms of extended
are AM. And then, as you view the perspective future, you will see there is
no limit or time - there is only more of that which is the Eternal.
Loving energies pour forth naturally through the mind which says “I AM the
Will of God.” There is a flow that comes from a Source as that which is you,
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but cannot be understood because it is the Source. And when allowed with
open mind, not thought taken of its own, it fills the extension of Itself
complete. And from that fullness manifests according to that which it
contains. You are I love you, and you are the power of one, and you are the
manifestation of that which is the desire of the Source.
The Holy energy to which is manifesting through ourselves as we are
collecting more into a unit brings forth cosmic generations and makes forth
new ideas of planetary systems, if you will for your simplicity sake, for
generations to evolve. And that which is glory beyond the mind’s eye to
which mind nor energy fields at this point could ever acclaim a knowing I
AM, there will be gathered more fields for us to entertain and to rejoice the
worlds to come. Our God never ceases creation of its own extension, and
every extension which fulfills Its. . .purpose is empowered by collectively
uniting to create a greater extension of the one God so that every mansion is
more glorious to the beholder to which is I AM part of that which created it,
which is God. You are that. And the Holy Light of God, which measures not
Itself, let it not be measured by you.
Will you trust that which is the gift of yourself? And will you allow it full
flow? This can be done if you will open that which is called your mind to
emptiness. When a vessel is empty it is then available for that whichever
choice is made to fill, and the God which created the vessel shall fill it full
with that choice of its own. Thus we have the perfect “human being.” Let us
now be centered in the idea of emptiness in the mind and watch from a point
of space.
Do you believe in the one who came and told you, “This is the way I AM.”?
Do you believe in the one who said, “The will of God is eternal life.”?
Do you believe in the one who lifted His energy field in front of billions of
energy fields to show them their energy fields? Do you believe?
Do you believe in the cosmic return of the Christ?
Do you believe in the regeneration of the cellular tissue of that extension of
the God to which is in all?
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